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Abstract—Studies show that more than 95% of the traffic generated by smartphones typically consists of short-lived TCP flows towards websites. The content of such websites often is distributed across multiple servers which requires clients to resolve multiple DNS names and establish multiple TCP connections to fetch the webpage in its entirety. Studies have shown that network latency in a mobile network (attributed to DNS lookup and TCP connect times) contributes heavily to poor experience when browsing such websites. However, there is little understanding of the factors that contribute to high DNS lookup and TCP connect times. In this paper, we take this further by measuring the Domain Name System (DNS) lookup time and the TCP connect time to popular websites from ~25K subscribers of a cellular network operator in Finland. Using a month-long dataset (Oct 2016) of these measurements, we show that LTE offers considerably faster DNS lookup time compared to legacy cellular networks (such as HSPA+ and UMTS). We also show that the model of the device and the proximity of the DNS server to the subscribers impacts the DNS lookup time. Furthermore, the TCP connect time is also affected by the radio technology. We observe that LTE offers a significantly low latency profile such that the TCP connect time to popular websites is reduced by ~80% compared to legacy cellular networks. The presence of ISP caches also considerably improves TCP connect times. Using a ping test, we also observe that legacy radio technologies (such as HSPA+ and UMTS) suffer from higher packet loss than LTE.

I. INTRODUCTION

The trend of users using mobile handheld devices to access the Internet shows a steady increase over the last years. If a user is on the move, these devices commonly use the cellular network to access the Internet. Huang et al. [1] show that the majority of network traffic (more than 95%), generated by smartphones typically consists of short-lived TCP flows towards websites. The content of such websites is often distributed across multiple servers, which requires mobile users to resolve multiple DNS names and establish multiple TCP connections to fetch the webpage in its entirety. Internet Service Provider (ISP)s such as T-Mobile [2] have shown that mobile users experience poor web-browsing usually due to high DNS lookup and TCP connect times. Similarly content providers such as Google report [3] that high network latency in a mobile network is contributed by multiple factors such as high DNS lookup, TCP connection and HTTP request times. These latency overheads usually incur before any actual data exchange happens. However, there have been few studies [4],[5] that quantify the factors that are responsible for higher DNS lookup and TCP connect times. This is largely because of lack of datasets with rich metadata information (such as the accessed radio technology during the measurement, the device model, et al.) that can help to identify those factors for mobile users in a cellular network. Using a month-long (Oct 2016) dataset (see § III) collected by an ISP from subscribers of a cellular network, we profile the performance of ~25K clients distributed across Finland (see Fig. 1) to understand the factors affecting performance in cellular networks. We focus on the performance of short web flows (such as DNS lookup and TCP connect times towards popular websites) that are driven more by latency than by network throughput. We also analyze the packet loss and RTT using more than 2M ping measurements towards www.google.fi. The performance over the home wireless network is not considered in this work. Towards this end, we provide three main contributions –

– We observe ~2% DNS failures due to BADVERS or
et al. related to our work, used two mobile apps to measure DNS lookup time, TCP connection establishment time, packet loss, and location. Nguyen et al. [9] showed how the performance of TCP over an LTE network is affected by handover and sudden load increase on the base station. They use a simulation environment and show that performance of TCP can degrade as the load on the carrier’s cell increases.

Our study covers a broader user-base with ~25K subscribers with ~20M measurements using both, the 3G and LTE network. It combines DNS lookup time, TCP connection establishment time and packet loss metrics that are collected from mobile users’ vantage point. In this study, we analyze factors affecting the performance of short web flows in a mobile network which can then be used to identify the potential network performance bottlenecks. Our measurement is conducted towards www.facebook.com, www.google.fi and www.youtube.com. Marquez et al. [10] have recently shown that these websites share more than ~30% of traffic in the Orange’s mobile network today. We also measure towards www.elisa.net (website of the ISP covered in this study), which covers a substantial fraction of mobile network traffic.

III. METHODOLOGY

The dataset we used for the analysis is collected by a carrier’s network measurement platform based in Finland (see § VIII for limitations). It is a mobile application for iOS and Android installed on subscribers mobile devices [11] that conducts measurements tests on DNS lookup, TCP connection establishment and ping.

A. Measurement Setup

These measurement tests are executed inside a session as shown in Fig. 2. A session starts when a network interface that provides access to the Internet, is available and there is no interface claiming to yield a default route. The session ends in situations when the interface that was providing the default route to the Internet becomes unavailable or the client loses the assigned IP endpoint. Sessions are not periodic, but they are repeated when network conditions change. Such as,
when multiple interfaces claim to provide a default route to the Internet, and the ‘best interface’ changes, the current session is terminated and a new session starts.

B. Measurement Tests

1) DNS Lookup Time: This test measures the time it takes to look up a Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) from a DNS server and resolve it into an IPv4 address (see § VIII for limitations). The test allows one to specify a set of DNS servers and target DNS names. The DNS servers can either be statically configured or automatically assigned by the DHCP server. In our work, we measure the DNS lookup time of four popular websites: www.google.fi, www.youtube.com, www.facebook.com and www.elisa.net, as they are commonly known (see § VIII for limitations). Bajpai et al. [12] have shown that www.google.fi websites are served by the same CDN and therefore exhibit similar latency behavior. As such, we use www.google.fi for our measurement study.

The test records the resolved DNS name and the IPv4 address of the DNS server. The IPv4 address of the client (majority of which are NATed and consequently receive an IP endpoint from the private [13] address space), the DNS lookup time (in milliseconds), device model type, the radio technology used during the test and the DNS response code indicating the success (or failure) of the test. A timeout of 30 seconds is used in situations where the DNS server is not reachable or the packet is lost. In such a situation, the client does not retry for a failed or timed-out request.

2) TCP Connect Time: This test measures the time it takes to establish a TCP connection (over IPv4) to a target website (over port 80) from the client device (see § VIII for limitations). The test starts when the client sends a SYN packet to a destination identified by a FQDN. It then subtracts this time value from the time of receiving a SYN+ACK packet from the server. This time difference does not include the DNS resolution time.

The test records the starting time of the test, FQDN of the destination host, destination port number, resolved IPv4 address of the destination host, TCP connect time, clients’ device model type, the radio technology used during the test, and the success (or failure) of the TCP connection establishment.

3) RTT and Packet Loss: This test uses ping to measure the RTT and packet loss towards www.google.fi (see § VIII for limitations) using ICMP echo request packets. Each ping test sends an average of five to nine ICMP echo requests from clients to the target. The payload for each ICMP echo request is configured to be 16 bytes in size.

The test records the DNS name and the resolved IPv4 address of the target, the IPv4 address of the client (majority of which are NATed and consequently receive an IP endpoint from the private [13] address space), total elapsed time of the test, the number of ping tests, payload size of the ICMP echo packet, the minimum, maximum and average RTT, the number of packets sent and received in the test, the response code indicating the success (or failure) of the execution, device model and the radio technology type used during the test.

C. Dataset

The measurements are collected from ~25K subscribers of a cellular network provider based in Finland, geographically distributed as shown in Fig. 1. The dataset consists of ~14M samples of DNS lookup time, ~19M samples of TCP connect time and ~2M samples of ping measurements collected in October 2016. Table I provides details of the samples collected towards each target website.

IV. Failures

A. DNS Lookup

DNS based redirection techniques are used by content providers (such as Akamai [14]) to determine the location of the end-host and to redirect the contents to the closest content replica [4]. DNS errors may happen for various reasons including poor configuration errors [15], heavy load on the DNS server, and poor network link quality between server and clients. Such errors, if not managed well, could cause drastic damages as it happened in [16], where missing a terminating ‘.’ to the DNS records of .se zone shutdowns a whole bunch of websites and news outlets in Sweden.

We use the DNS response code to determine the number of successful DNS responses and failures. About 86% of the DNS failures (which is about 2% from the total DNS lookup test) are BADSIG or BADVERS [17] (Bad OPT Version or TSIG Signature fails), indicating that a responder does not implement the version level of the request [18]. The second most frequent DNS failure code observed is YYXRSST [19] which means that the RR Set exists when it should not. Some other DNS failures such as BADTIME [20] (out of time windows) and BADMODE [21] (Bad TKEY Mode) also rarely happen. One reason for DNS failures to happen is a poorly configured DNS resolver. We noticed that out of all DNS failures that are observed, about 67% of the DNS lookup queries were sent towards the AS790 (Elisa) DNS resolver.

We observe that DNS lookup over LTE experiences about 1.9% of DNS failures, while over UMTS, HSPA and HSPA+ experience 3.4%, 3.9% and 2.7% DNS failures, respectively. Table II shows DNS failures by website. As it can be seen, these failure are almost evenly distributed over the different websites. There is a 2% DNS lookup failure variation between the www.youtube.com and www.google.fi

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>DNS (#)</th>
<th>TCP (#)</th>
<th>ping (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.facebook.com">www.facebook.com</a></td>
<td>3,471,440</td>
<td>4,572,298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.google.fi">www.google.fi</a></td>
<td>6,981,348</td>
<td>4,855,516</td>
<td>2,180,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.youtube.com">www.youtube.com</a></td>
<td>1,628,991</td>
<td>4,075,477</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.elisa.net">www.elisa.net</a></td>
<td>1,821,334</td>
<td>5,335,350</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1The interface with the lowest value of the metric attribute
TABLE II: DNS Failures per website using the LTE network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Failures (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.facebook.com">www.facebook.com</a></td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.google.fi">www.google.fi</a></td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.youtube.com">www.youtube.com</a></td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.elisa.net">www.elisa.net</a></td>
<td>2.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

domain names. A variation is also observed on the DNS lookup time (see section V).

B. TCP Connect Time

From the overall TCP connect time measurement dataset, a quite small fraction of the dataset (~1.07%) shows a TCP connect time failure. Out of these errors, the majority of them (~0.98%) were raised due to "connection refused" error type. As per RFC-793 [22], this error can happen if the client received a RST bit from the server, indicating that the TCP connection must be reset. This could be either due to an intervening firewall that blocks the SYN packet or if the destination server is refusing the TCP connection. We observe that out of all measurements conducted using LTE, HSPA+, HSPA and UMTS 1.0%, 1.2%, 2% and 1.5% experience failures, respectively. We observe a similar failure distribution using the same radio technology for each website.

C. Packet Loss Using Ping Test Measurement

Fig. 3 shows that minimum, average and maximum RTT using LTE network are 27, 38, 51 ms, respectively. We observe that 90% of the average ping test measurements towards www.google.fi using LTE have a RTT time less than 100 ms. While other legacy 3G technologies are quite slow with more than 200 ms RTT.

We observe that ~14.98% of tests in ping measurement (see Table I) have at least one packet loss. Packet loss is calculated from the number of Echo Requests (number of packets sent) and Echo Responses (number of packets received). A packet loss happens if the number of received packets is less than the number of packets sent. We observe that most of the packet loss happens, if the number of packets sent at every ping test instance is more than five Echo Requests. On the one hand, of about 80% of the ping test instances that are measured by sending five individual Echo requests, only 0.33% of the ping test instances suffer from packet loss. On the other hand, ping test instances that were measured by sending more than five Echo Requests suffer from the highest number of packet loss. For instance, measurements that have 6 or 7 Echo Requests suffer with a higher number of packet loss, covering 57% and 19% of the total ping packet loss, respectively. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of packets loss across the number of packets sent at each instance of the ping test.

We observed that more than 77% of the ping test measurements were conducted using the LTE network. Only 2.4% of them lost at least a single packet. The second and the third highest number of ping measurements are carried over HSPA+ and UMTS, each sharing 11.18% and 8.28% from total measurement, respectively. More than 50% of the ping tests on HSPA+ experience at least one packet loss. The ping test using the UMTS network suffers from the highest packet loss, reaching up to 65%.

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of ping test fraction that experiences various percentage of packet loss when tested with a different radio technology. For example, with LTE, more than 0.1 fractions of ping tests suffer from 15% packet loss. Note that, both Fig. 5 and Fig. 4 show the ping test by excluding the cases in which the packet loss was zero percent.

Going forward (sections V - VII-A) we focus on different
TABLE III: DNS & TCP Measurements by radio technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio Technology</th>
<th>DNS (%)</th>
<th>TCP (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>68.94</td>
<td>69.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPA+</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>10.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPA</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMTS</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>14.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: DNS response times by radio technology: LTE exhibits significantly lower latency.

V. RADIO TECHNOLOGY

In today’s cellular network environment, there is quite a range of radio technologies with different levels of performance. These radio technologies including LTE, HSPA+, HSPA and UMTS have a various range of bandwidth performance. Most of the today’s mobile devices are equipped with all of these radio technologies. We analyze how DNS lookup and TCP connect time varies across different radio technologies.

DNS Lookup Time: Fig. 6 shows that there is a clear DNS lookup time difference between the radio technologies. There is a fast DNS resolution time in DNS lookup for recent network technologies such as LTE and HSPA+ and a considerably long resolution time for anterior technologies such as HSPA and UMTS.

The LTE network technology consistently shows the best DNS resolution performance on all of the four tested websites. The median difference between LTE and UMTS for resolving www.google.fi is 370 ms. Fig. 6 also shows the poor performance of earlier radio technologies such as EDGE, that takes more than half of a second (624 ms) to resolve the IP address of www.google.fi. The percentage difference of DNS response time between LTE and other radio technologies varies among the different domain names. Fig. 6 shows that 50% of the requests send to www.elisa.net are resolved in less than 500 ms, irrespective of the radio technology type. Except using the LTE network, only 25% to 30% of the DNS queries send to www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com are resolved in less than 500 ms. In other words more than 70% of DNS lookup queries send to www.facebook.com and www.youtube.com took more than 500 ms to get back the resolved IP address.

The probability of resolving www.google.fi below 100 ms using LTE and HSPA+ radio technology is 65% and 58%, respectively, which is a difference of 7%. Whereas, the probability of resolving www.youtube.com below 100 ms using LTE and HSPA+ radio technology is 36% and 23%, respectively, which is a difference of 13%. For most of the 3G and 4G technologies, about 50% of the time, the DNS resolution of www.google.fi takes more than 500 ms.

TCP Connect Time: We study the performance variation among radio technologies by comparing the latency to reach a given website address through TCP. Fig. 7 shows TCP connect times of www.youtube.com and www.google.fi using different radio technologies. Similar to the DNS lookup latency, LTE outperforms all other radio technologies. For example, about 92% of the TCP connect time tests using LTE have less than 100 ms latency. Whereas only about 28% of the 3G based TCP connect time tests are below 100 ms. The median TCP connect time of www.youtube.com under LTE and Legacy technology is 50 ms and 251 ms, respectively. Thus, LTE reduces the TCP connect latency by 80%. The measurement distribution of TCP connect time and DNS lookup test by radio technology is shown in Table III.

Given that we know the difference between LTE and legacy radio technologies, going forward, we only look at factors affecting performance on the LTE network.

A. LTE Subscription Plan

We use few randomly selected sample clients’ data subscription plan as a reference to study the impact of data subscription plan for DNS lookup and TCP connect time latency. The clients’ data plan is classified into 2 packages based on the downlink and uplink speed limits. These are 4G and 4G-super for the upper-downlink limit of 25 and 80 Mbits/s, respectively. Note, we only consider LTE in this section.
**DNS Lookup time:** Fig. 8 depicts the DNS response time per users’ data subscription plan for each radio technology. The graph shows that the clients’ data subscription plan does not actually contribute to the DNS lookup time performance.

**TCP Connect Time:** As depicted in Fig. 9, the data subscription type has a very small impact on the TCP connection establishment time.

**VI. Device models**

We analyzed the impact of different device model types and year of release for both TCP connect time and DNS lookup time performance.

**DNS Lookup Time:** Fig. 10 shows the DNS response time of the top 30 device models, ordered by device models’ release year. All the devices are capable of using both, 3G and LTE radio technologies. The selected devices were using the LTE network during the DNS test session. The model names are substituted with the index number to ensure anonymity. The y-axis reflects the DNS lookup time value of at least 10K individual tests for each device that subscribed to a single network operator. We can observe that there is a significant difference in DNS resolution time among device models. For instance, observing the median value of devices released in the year 2015, it appears that the device model #17 has the highest DNS resolution time, whereas the device model #22 has a relatively short DNS lookup time for resolving the domain name www.facebook.com. The standard deviation (not shown in the plot) of the DNS lookup time across the 30 devices is also highly variable, ranging from 622.45 to 3891.36 ms. The ANOVA [23] F-test for DNS response time is also significant (P-value of 0.0001), asserting that the DNS resolution time is indeed affected by device model type.

To further explore this, we conduct a manual inspection to some of the devices by minimizing the variance such as by fixing the subscribers location and time. From the manual inspection, we observe that few device models consistently show a poor resolution time performance in both LTE and 3G radio technologies. We also observe that devices which have larger internal memory and storage capacity are relatively faster conducting a DNS lookup.

**TCP Connect Time:** The impact of various device model types for TCP connect time latency is very small, especially when it is compared to the DNS lookup time. As shown in Fig. 11, except few devices the median latency among device types when tested towards www.google.fi and www.facebook.com is less than 100 ms. The device model’s release year has also no direct impact on the TCP connection establishment time variation.

**VII. Websites**

**DNS Lookup Time:** Fig. 12 shows that the DNS lookup time significantly varies among different websites, using the same radio technology (LTE) that has been accessed during the DNS test. The DNS lookup times of www.youtube.com and www.facebook.com are significantly slower than the ones of www.google.fi and www.elisa.net. One cause is that the A entries for www.google.fi and www.elisa.net (ISP’s website) are more likely to be cached by DNS resolvers than www.youtube.com and www.facebook.com.

**TCP Connect Time:** The TCP connection time is one important measure for websites download time and user satisfaction. Prior work [24] has shown that about 17% of the
Fig. 11: TCP connect time for www.google.fi (above) and www.facebook.com (below) across device models as measured over LTE: Order by device models’ release year.

Fig. 12: DNS response time towards websites using LTE; tested towards different DNS resolvers. Note that the variation almost stays the same if we fix it to a single DNS resolver.

connection test are below 100 ms, respectively.

A. Destination Autonomous System Number (ASN)

**DNS Lookup Time:** Previous studies show that cellular DNS servers can yield faster DNS lookup time than public DNS resolvers [5]. In light of this, we compare the capability of different DNS servers to resolve a domain name to an IP address. Fig. 14 shows the DNS lookup time of different resolvers per website address. Each of these DNS resolvers IP has more than 10K measurements. We can see that some cellular network DNS servers have a faster DNS lookup time for www.google.fi than Google DNS servers. We also notice that there is a significant variation between DNS resolvers belonging to the same ISP. For instance, two DNS resolvers inside AS790, "EUNET. FI" of two different IP entries 195.74.0.47 & 195.197.54.100, have 133 ms and 51 ms (median) to resolve www.google.fi using the LTE network. This variation might happen due to the closer proximity of the DNS resolver to the ISP network [25].

**TCP Connect Time:** For a better network traffic management and performance optimization, network operators may deploy proxy servers between the client and the target destination server [26]. We observe that a proxy or a cache server between the client and the true destination host server may acknowledge the TCP socket request first [27], [28]. This has the advantage of decreasing TCP connection time in the
Fig. 15: TCP connect time towards www.google.fi, www.youtube.com and www.facebook.com by destination ASN from LTE networks.

order of milliseconds (as shown in section VII-A). We use the RIPE [29] service to map the resolved IP address of the websites to an ASN value.

Fig. 15 (a) shows that the latency for a TCP connection to reach the website www.google.fi varies based on the ASN number for the same radio technology (LTE). We can see that subscribers served by the ISP network manage to reach the www.google.fi website faster than the request sent to Google-owned web-servers. One possible reason of the low TCP connection time for those hosted by ISP would be that web proxies are used to improve browsing performance [30]. This means, if a TCP connection request is sent to the actual server, the proxy, which is installed between the client and the true destination server, may acknowledge the socket request before passing it to the destination server.

Fig. 15 (b) shows that TCP connect time latency towards www.youtube.com varies by the ASN value using the same radio technology (LTE). Clients served by the ISP network have managed to reach the www.youtube.com website in short time. This indicates that pushing the content close to the subscriber could potentially reduce the end-to-end latency by more than 20% compared to the requests sent to YouTube-owned web-servers; this is equal to [31], which points that caching improves the fetch time of small files.

We use Eq. 1 to calculate the TCP connect time difference between an ISP cache and CDN. For this, we created a pair of CDN and ISP per user within a one-hour time frame. First, we grouped the dataset by the user, ASN and one-hour window. If there is more than one measurement by a given user in a combination, we take the mean value. Then, we keep the ones that have pairs (in this case Google and Elisa). Fig. 16 shows the distribution of difference in TCP connect times between two destinations, where values on the negative scale indicate that ISP cache is faster. We observe that about 70% of TCP connect time towards www.google.fi achieve lower latency when they hit ISP cache.

\[ \Delta t(\text{ct}) = isp(\text{ct}) -cdn(\text{ct}) \] (1)

Fig. 16: TCP connect time towards www.google.fi showing the latency difference between ISP cache - Elisa (AS719) and CDN - Google (AS15169) using LTE. Delta is the TCP connect time difference between Elisa and Google when the same user is getting a reply from the two network within a one hour time window.

VIII. LIMITATIONS

The measurements only consist of clients based in Finland using IPv4. The only measured services are those that run on port 80. The websites chosen are the most commonly used websites (except www.elisa.net) following the Alexa [32] website ranking. The ping measurements are conducted only towards www.google.fi. As such, it is not known whether and how the observations would differ from a different client base per country and towards different websites or a different services on the Internet. However, these three websites (www.facebook.com, www.google.fi and www.youtube.com) have a high probability of reflecting the majority of the mobile web-user-experience as they generate a considerable size of network traffic in mobile networks [10].
We presented an analysis on factors that affect DNS lookup time and TCP connect time towards popular websites in cellular networks. We showed that DNS lookup time significantly varies for different websites, even when the same radio technology is accessed during the measurement. We showed that caches closer to the ISP could significantly improve TCP connect time. Also, the proximity of DNS server to the subscriber has a higher impact on DNS lookup time. We also observed that LTE offers considerably lower latency compared to legacy radio technologies. We show that packet loss can be underestimated in situations where a ping test sends less than 5 ICMP packets per instance. Thus, we recommend that a packet loss analysis based on the ping test should consider increasing the number of packets per ping test instance for better results.
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